
Guidelines for RSS feeds



Short for ‘Really Simple Syndication’ or ‘Rich 
Site Summary’, RSS feeds are an easy way to get 

updated when new or revised content is published on your 
branch and group microsites.

How do I get RSS feeds?
There are several different ways you can subscribe 
to RSS feeds. The most popular way is using a web 
browser. Some browsers, such as Firefox and Internet 
Explorer, natively support RSS feeds − all you need to 
do is browse to the feed you want to subscribe to, 
and choose the ‘subscribe’ option, for example:

Microsoft Edge does not currently support RSS 
feeds, but they can easily be set up in Outlook, 
which we’ll look at in ’Subscribing to a feed’.

Some other browsers, such as Google 
Chrome, don’t natively support RSS 

feeds, but there are many feed reader extensions 
freely available on the Chrome Web Store.

Getting started
We’ve set up RSS feeds for every branch and 
group microsite. Locating the feeds is easy – 
simply change the .aspx at the end of your 
microsite URL to a /rss. For example:

Before:
https://www.iosh.co.uk/Membership/Our-membership-
network/Our-Groups/Aviation-and-Aerospace-Group.aspx

After: 
https://www.iosh.co.uk/Membership/Our-membership-
network/Our-Groups/Aviation-and-Aerospace-Group/rss

You can also find a full list of branch and group 
RSS feeds at www.iosh.co.uk/networksrss.

What are RSS feeds?
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Outlook on PC
Adding an RSS feed to a web browser’s feed reader 
can be done with a couple of clicks. Adding a 
feed to Outlook on PC is a little more involved, 
but as it’s also a popular choice we’ll use this as an 
example and go through each required step.

1 Using your browser, navigate to the RSS feed that 
interests you.

2 Select the full URL of your chosen feed in the browser 
address bar, then copy it. 

3 In Outlook, navigate to your RSS Feeds folder, right-
click and choose ‘Add a New RSS Feed…’

4 Paste the copied feed URL into the ‘New RSS Feed’ 
dialog box, and click ‘Add’. 

5 When prompted, click ‘Yes’ to confirm.

6 The RSS feed will then begin to populate with alerts. 
The number of unread alerts will be indicated to the 
right of the feed name.

Subscribing to a feed
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Safari for Mac
As Outlook on Mac doesn’t currently support 
RSS feeds, we’ll go through the steps 
involved in adding feeds to Safari.

When you subscribe to a website’s feeds, Safari 
will prompt you to confirm that you want them 
to appear in the Shared Links sidebar.

1 Using your Safari browser, navigate to the RSS feed that 
interests you.

2 You’ll be prompted to add the website to your Shared 
Links sidebar. Select ‘Add’.

3 Select the sidebar icon:

4 Select the @ symbol top-right of the sidebar to get to 
your Shared Links, which will populate with RSS alerts 
from this point forward.

Subscribing to a feed
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